
1 INTRODUCTION  

Scour and erosion protection is essential for waterways because of two reasons. Firstly, the cross 
section necessary for easy navigation and in rivers additionally for safe flood discharge has to be 
guaranteed. So no deposition of material in the navigation channel due to sediment or bedload 
transport or slope instabilities shall hinder navigation. Secondly, waterways often lead through 
densely populated areas, at least in Middle Europe, so stable banks of rivers and canals are of par-
ticular importance. Therefore any conceivable damages or failures have to be ruled out by corre-
sponding protection measures. If the dimensions of a river allow for bank erosion or stream instabil-
ities without affecting the navigation channel and the riparian life, protection may not be needed - 
this case is not considered here. 

The design and the execution of erosion countermeasures in rivers and canals have to take account 
of certain loads that are caused by the interaction of water and ground. Wave action and natural cur-
rent, the effect of propeller wash and bow thrusters as well as the disproportionately increasing load 
on banks whenever ship speed approaches a critical level have to be taken into consideration. Hy-
draulic loads can also be exerted on the overbank zone or on the crest and the downstream slope of 
embankments and dikes in case of flooding. 

Therefore the resistance of the confining ground of rivers and canals against hydraulic actions 
must be checked in each case and protection methods must be provided to achieve adequate re-
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sistance and stability. In all cases of the interaction of water and soil, it might be a favourable solu-
tion to incorporate geosynthetics. 

2 HYDRAULIC ACTIONS ON THE BANKS AND BOTTOMS OF WATER COURSES 

2.1  Currents 
Maybe the best known hydraulic action is the river current, the intensity of which is depending on 
flow velocity, wave pattern and turbulence regime, especially in riverbeds with constrictions and 
obstructions. If the discharge of a river increases significantly, water will extend to the floodplain. 
To confine the floodway and to protect property, often dikes are built. (In this contribution "dikes" 
is used synonymously to "dykes" and "levees".) These structures heighten the natural banks of the 
river to allow for much larger discharge. But while they may be effective at keeping water in be-
tween the bunds, they usually create problems downstream. Furthermore the concentration of the 
flow in between the embankments may result in in an increase of flow velocity. In flood situations, 
the water level is high above the normal and there is an interaction of water and ground in areas 
where it is not expected. Therefore hydraulic actions should be discussed also for extreme and rare 
events. 

Besides the natural river current, highly turbulent flow occurs in rivers and canals due to ship in-
duced actions like propeller wash, bow thruster jet, return flow when sailing in limited cross sec-
tions and slope supply flow following the drawdown (Figure 1). The emerging turbulent flow may 
remove material without sufficient resistance and consequently scour and erosion develop.  

Figure 1.  Ship induced currents and waves (GBB 2005) 

2.2  Waves 
Waves that create significant load on bed and banks of waterways are generated by sailing vessels, 
strong winds and high flow velocities. Ship-induced waves are divided into primary wave system 
and secondary waves. The primary wave system (drawdown, transversal stern wave) develops in the 
vicinity of the vessel and moves at the same speed. Secondary waves can travel a long way from the 
vessel and then behave in the same way as free waves. All waves may cause or intensify erosion on 
banks.  
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2.3 Falling water level 
Falling water levels may affect the stability of banks and beds of waterways. Drawdown can be 
caused by lock and weir operation, pumping action, decreasing flood levels and in estuaries by tidal 
influence. Rapidly falling water levels, including ship induced drawdown, cause excess pore water 
pressures in the soil, the magnitude of which is depending on the relation of draw down velocity 
and hydraulic conductivity of the ground Heibaum & Köhler (2000). Excess pore water pressure 
fundamentally affects the (geotechnical) stability of the bank. 

2.4  Groundwater outflow 
Groundwater will flow into a river or canal if the groundwater table in the bank is higher than the 
stillwater level of the waterway. If groundwater flows out of an unprotected slope, the limit state for 
local slope stability will be reached at a slope inclination of β ≤ φ'/2 (β being the slope angle and φ' 
the effective angle of shearing resistance of the soil). Any outflow of groundwater from the surface 
over a fairly long period of time will cause erosion also on flatter slopes. Therefore protective 
measures (drains, surface armouring) are essential. 

2.5 Overtopping  
Embankments of impounded rivers and dikes aren’t necessarily designed to hold back every con-
ceivable flood, and they might not perform perfectly even when they are faced with routine flood, 
e.g. when unexpected settlement occurs or debris blocks the floodway. On the other hand, flood 
risks are assumed to increase because of more intense rainfall, stronger wind speeds and increased 
sea levels. Therefore it might be advantageous to design such embankments for possible overtop-
ping. The velocity of the flow in the direction of the main axis of the river is usually much lower 
than the velocity of the overtopping flow perpendicular to the main axis, which means an increase 
in erosion action. Overtopping often sides with saturation of the dike, which weakens the structure 
generally and which makes it easier for the overtopped water to cut into the slope surface or into the 
toe of the dike, regressing to the crest unless creating a breach. 

3 SCOUR AND EROSION COUNTERMEASURES 

3.1 General Aspects 
To mitigate the detrimental interaction of water and soil, either the action or effect of the flowing 
water has to be reduced or the resistance of the ground has to be increased. The first could be ad-
dresses as "active" measures while increasing the resistance is a "passive" method. 

Active methods are all measures that alter the flow pattern or reduce the wave intensity. Structural 
measures to alter the surface flow pattern are e.g. river training works like sills, groins or longitudi-
nal dikes. Such structures guide the flow in an active way, but the structures themselves have to be 
protected against erosion, so they need a passive method to fulfil their active task. Limiting the hy-
draulic gradient of seepage flow or avoiding excess pore pressure would reduce the destabilizing ef-
fect on the ground. Drains attract flowing water thus avoiding internal and surface erosion. Active 
measures might be the more intelligent way to influence the interaction of ground and water, but of-
ten the situation in situ compels to other solutions, in particular if we are confronted to deluge-like 
quantities of water.  

Increasing the resistance is the "passive" alternative and often the only measure if no alteration of 
actions can be realised. Also the comparison of costs may lead to such a decision. Strengthening the 
ground comprises an increase of the overall stability of an earth structure and/or an increase of the 
resistance of the surface that is affected by the hydraulic action, predominantly by means of an ar-
mour layer. 
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3.2 River training structures 
Longitudinal dikes and groins (also referred to as spur dikes) are mostly used structures to control 
the course of a river. Such structures have to be resistant against high flow forces, requiring strong 
material like riprap or concrete elements. But these structures need also a stable foundation. When 
placed just on the subsoil with much finer grains (as done quite often), winnowing will occur soon 
due to erosion of the ground through the large voids of these elements, amplified by local fluidiza-
tion of the fine grained base material. Therefore a filter is an essential structural part to contribute to 
a long lasting training structure. In flowing water it is often difficult to place a geotextile filter sheet 
correctly. In such cases, geotextile bags or containers with a casing designed as a filter and a perme-
able fill can be installed to form a filter layer below the training structure. The weight of the con-
tainers has to be chosen according to the hydraulic load and placement has to be done carefully to 
avoid gaps in between the elements. In wide rivers or estuaries, a filter layer below the training 
structure is provided by a fascine mattress, i.e. willow bundles (weipes) tied crosswise on a geotex-
tile (woven or composite woven/nonwoven), prefabricated on land and pulled to the desired place. 
An overview over the mentioned systems is given by Heibaum (2006). Besides the correct filter de-
sign, additional requirements hold for river training structures like robustness and placement feasi-
bility. 

Besides providing a perfect filter below the groin or the longitudinal dike, geosynthetic elements 
offer profitable construction techniques for such structures. In many places in the world, gravel for 
the core and rock for the armour is not or only limited available and concrete (for armour elements) 
is too expensive. In such cases, geotextile bags or containers offer a perfect solution: local fill mate-
rial is filled in geosynthetic containments to build the core of the river training structures. The geo-
textile has to be designed as a filter towards the fill; and in most cases this means also a filter for the 
subsoil where the training structure is built upon. The structures may get an armour layer of gabions 
or armourstones if necessary (Figure 2). Using cheap local material for the major volume of the 
structure, short transport routes for local material and lightweight geotextile which eases its 
transport will result in lower costs with equal benefit. Groins for coastal protection are built from 
Containers alone, equipped with an extra UV-protection-layer (Hornsey 2002). Such solutions 
could also be applied in inland waterways. 

Figure 2. Groin or breakwater construction with armour and intermediate layer (1), geosynthetic container core (2), base 
filter layer (3) and fascine mattress below the scour apron (4) (PIANC 2011) 

3.3 Impermeable protection 
The perfect (passive) method to avoid any scour and erosion is to separate water from ground com-
pletely and thus to disable any interaction of water and soil. This can be done by impervious linings, 
predominantly in canals. Impermeable systems should be installed only in those cases where signif-
icant uplift pressure below the layer is ruled out, i.e. if the water level of a canal or impounded river 
is above the ground or if the groundwater table is permanently sufficiently below the water level of 
the surface water. In these cases, the main function of an impermeable layer is to limit water loss. 
But it serves also as a protection of the underlying ground.  

Often it is desirable to combine lining and armour. For that purpose, various systems are in use, 
e.g. cement-bonded lining systems that are made of a mixture of cement and aggregates whose 
composition varies. This group comprises lining systems made of concrete slabs, fully grouted ar-
mourstones or concrete mattresses (geosynthetic confinement filled with concrete). Other works use 
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bituminous lining systems, which are made in a wide variety of mix designs. Asphalt concrete or 
asphalt mastic is installed as a continuous liner or as grout of fully grouted armourstones.  

All these impervious armour layers have in common not being flexible. They show brittle behav-
iour, which means that due to impact (ship collision) or subsoil deformation cracks can develop. 
Therefore the system must allow for clogging of the cracks with suspended material to avoid inflow 
into the ground which may lead not only to water loss of the waterbody but also to hydraulically in-
duced material transport (erosion, suffusion) in the sublayer. Geosynthetic separation layers below 
the armour layer will provide the necessary particle retention capacity. The geotextile must not offer 
drainage to inhibit that infiltrating water is distributed below the lining, thus creating uplift pressure 
in distant areas. Geosynthetic separation layers are also needed during construction to avoid mixing 
of construction material and subsoil. The geotextile has to be chosen carefully as to sufficient ro-
bustness to survive the installation process, e.g. when being covered by hot bitumen or being ex-
posed to puncturing impact from dropped armourstones. 

Imperviousness can also be provided by geosynthetic material, namely polymeric or bituminous 
geomembranes or geosynthetic clay liners (GCL). Geosynthetic lining is used in irrigation canals, 
headrace channels and navigational canals. The advantage of these systems is the flexibility to adapt 
to deformations developing after the installation of the lining. Erosion is ruled out as with impervi-
ous armour layers because of the prevented interaction of water and ground. But in all applications 
where mechanical impact has to be taken into consideration, the membrane needs protection. 

The handbook of the International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (ICID 2004) discusses 
for the first time the use of geomembranes in irrigation canals, what was not mentioned in the pre-
vious edition. It shows that geosynthetic solutions offer often better performance than traditional so-
lutions like concrete or clay. Covering the geomembrane is desirable because irrigation channels 
cannot be protected from access by the public or animals, and they require maintenance operations 
like removal of sediment, for example.  

Headrace channels, i.e. water transport canals for hydroelectric power production, are another 
field in which geomembranes are used widely. Strobl et al. (2002) and Schaefer & Strobl (2004) 
present a comparison between the traditional sealing methods (cement and asphalt concrete) and 
geomembranes in the rehabilitation of canals lined with cement concrete. One main advantage of 
geomembranes is the smoother surface allowing greater flow rates. Being used without protective 
cover it means higher susceptibility against mechanical impact, which can often be tolerated be-
cause repair is relatively easily done.  

In navigable waterways geomembranes are used for rehabilitation of leaking concrete or asphalt 
liners (e.g. Flaquet-Lacoux et al., 2004, and Poulain et al., 2000). In most cases, the old lining has to 
be removed and the new geomembrane is covered by a concrete layer protecting it against impact by 
vessels and other mechanical loads. Less often the geomembrane is protected by riprap or similar. 
In these cases the membrane needs a protection, mostly provided by a nonwoven geotextile. In 
Germany, also GCL are used as impervious lining in two trial installations (Figure 3), but not as a 
standard method (Fleischer & Heibaum 2010). Placement of membranes under water is discussed in 
section 4.5. 

3.4 Bank protection 

3.4.1 Hard elements 
Riprap (or more generally: armourstones) is maybe the most often used material for armour layers 
to protect bank and bottom of water courses against scour and erosion. Armourstones are also first 
choice to install scour and erosion protection around hydraulic structures like bridge piers, dolphins 
or groin heads. Solutions at reasonable costs can be attained if this material is sufficiently available 
and transport distance is not too long.  

Concrete elements are used when natural material is not available to the necessary extent. The 
production costs are much higher but the transportation distance is short, when the concrete plant is 
not too far away. Sometimes they may even be produced on-site. There is a large variety of concrete 
solutions, e.g. elements of many different shapes that are used like riprap (A-Jacks, Tripods, etc.) or 
blocks that are placed regularly ("paved").  

The resistance of these elements against hydrodynamic forces increases with the weight of the el-
ement. But increasing the weight is usually linked with an increasing diameter and subsequently in-
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creasing the layer thickness. Since the voids between larger elements also become larger, a filter is 
absolutely essential to avoid winnowing. Geotextile filters perform well in this respect. 

Figure 3. Placement of GCL as imperious lining of Dortmund-Ems-Canal, Germany. 

3.4.2 Soft elements 
An alternative to hard armour systems are geosynthetic containers. These are multi-purpose ele-
ments made from woven or nonwoven geosynthetic fabric, similar to rock and concrete elements 
concerning hydraulic stability. They can be manufactured according to any demand, concerning raw 
material, size, shape, filtration capacity, strength etc. The containers are prefabricated, thus provid-
ing a constant quality, and filled on or near the site. Often they result in lower costs compared to 
traditional construction methods, which is of great importance in developing countries (Heibaum et 
al. 2008). They allow easy adaptation to local conditions in respect of preparation, filling, transport 
and installation. Often, local soil can be used as fill, this way avoiding high transport costs. Until 
now, there is a large number of examples in operation that prove the long term stability of both the 
material and the entire structure. The use of geosynthetic containers for protection against hydraulic 
impact is a young method, so few design approaches are available. A comprehensive collection of 
design approaches has been published by Pilarczyk (2000). Design approaches for coastal applica-
tions have been developed by Recio (2008) and Dassanayake (20012a, 2012b) for stacked contain-
ers loaded by wave impact and overtopping. In the past ten and more years a lot of experience on 
using geosynthetic bags as bank protection comparable to riprap revetments has been gained in 
Bangladesh (Heibaum et al. 2008). The development of installation methods and design approaches 
is reported in Oberhagemann & Haque (2016). Figure 4 shows an example of a temporary geotex-
tile bag revetment. 

To use geosynthetic containers as a top armour layer, the fabric has to be abrasion-resistant and 
needs stabilization against UV degradation. The need of a filter is dependent on the amount of fill. 
Up to a filling volume of ca. 80% of the theoretical volume, the container is flexible and adapts well 
to the neighbouring element. Then an additional filter is not needed, provided that the casing is de-
signed as a filter. The fill must be more permeable than the subsoil to avoid excess water pressure 
below the revetment. 

3.4.3 Connected elements and mattresses 
To minimise the thickness of the armour layer but to provide the best resistance possible against the 
hydraulic actions, cover layers with connected elements are often recommended.  The general idea 
is to use smaller and often cheaper elements, and to gain the necessary resistance against the hy-
draulic load by connecting them to larger elements, to mattresses or to continuous layers. Examples 
are gabions, stone or concrete mattresses, open stone asphalt, partially grouted riprap or mutually 
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interlocking concrete elements. Even though smaller elements are interconnected in these systems, 
the voids or gaps between the single elements are too large to avoid winnowing. Therefore again a 
filter is needed under these armour layers to avoid erosion of the subsoil. 

Figure 4. Geotextile bags for armour layer (© Oberhagemann) 

The oldest form of a mattress is the fascine mattress (also referred to as willow mattress) that is 
used as erosion and scour protection in large rivers and estuaries and at the coast. Usually a woven 
geotextile is used as base with the fascine bundles (also called weipes) tied on it (Figure 5). To pro-
vide perfect filter function, today often a composite geotextile is used: woven for strength and 
nonwoven for filtration. Fascine mattresses provide filter and stabilization of the armour by the 
crosswise attached weipes. The armour material has to be chosen according to the hydraulic load. If 
large rock is used, a brushwood layer is added as a cushion layer between the rock and the fabric. 

Figure 5. Strong fascine mattress with additional brushwood layer on the geotextile 

Continuous layers also may be created by geosynthetic mattresses filled with concrete or mortar. 
They can be placed continuously, since the fabric is sewn together as needed and then the mattress 
is filled. Mattresses of uniform thickness are inflexible and impermeable (see above). To achieve a 
certain flexibility and permeability, mattresses consisting of columns and rows of "pillows" are 
used. The seams between the concrete filled pillows provide the necessary permeability of the layer 
and the desired flexibility for good adjustment to any deformation of the subsoil. If the openings be-
tween the pillows are too large to avoid winnowing, an additional filter fabric is needed. 
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3.4.4 Scour and erosion protection of the floodplain and the upstream side of dikes 

In a valley with a river, usually distinction is made of the streambed which is nearly permanently 
under water; the stream bank comprising the reed-bank or toe zone, submerged for about half the 
year or less, and the splash zone, between normal and high water level; and the floodplain including 
the shrub zone or overbank zone, flooded only during periods of very high discharge. The defini-
tions vary locally, so it can be a rough classification only. Concerning the susceptibility against ero-
sion, the upstream side of dikes have to be looked at similar to the overbank zone. The streambed 
and, to a lesser extent, the stream banks are the areas of highest erosive stress, while more elevated 
areas are exposed only periodically to erosive flow and wave-wash.  

To protect areas that are hydraulically loaded only during the flood period, erosion protection 
measures can be chosen permanently or only as long as vegetation is developing. Mulching is often 
proposed to shelter the bare ground surface to avoid erosion und to support vegetation growth. To 
protect the light mulch material against dislocation and wind erosion, synthetic grids of thin threads 
are often used. Instead of mulch, a geotextile fabric can protect an erosion susceptible surface. For 
reliable seeding, erosion protection sheets can be filled with seed. If protection is needed only tem-
porarily, natural fibres can be used. Such fibres will disintegrate after a certain time, usually after 
two years. Natural fibres may remain strong enough until vegetation taken sufficiently root, if the 
boundary conditions are favourable for plant's growing. 

If local boundary conditions are adverse to natural development of vegetation, e.g. when being 
loaded by strong currents regularly, geosynthetic erosion protection mats (turf reinforcement mats), 
also called "soft armour", may help (Figure 6). With such a system, roots are able to establish and 
finally to contribute to the stabilization of the ground. The protection is permanently active, i.e. 
even if flow velocities are damaging the turf, further erosion is hindered by the geosynthetic mat. 
Due to steepness or wind induced lift forces, an erosion protection sheet might need to be fixed to 
the ground, commonly by means of pins (usually on a 1 x 1 m grid) to ensure proper contact of mat 
and ground. Performance can be increased through combination with soil or stone chippings within 
the fabric or even with a bitumen-bonded filter fill in the erosion protection mat. A combination 
with hydroseeding is also possible. Extended erosion protection may be reasonable on the upstream 
slope of dikes, since such structures are essential for flood protection of the hinterland. Theisen 
(1992) gives possible design velocities for uncovered ground and soft armour with and without veg-
etation (Figure 7). One should notice that the protection effect decreases with the duration of the 
flow.  

Figure 6. Turf reinforcement mat 

A permanent protection of vegetation seems to be useful in any case. Temple et al. (1987) discuss 
the possible erosion mechanism in grass-lined channels. It is observed that soil particle detachment 
can begin at low stresses that do not affect vegetation. But as the soil particles are removed, the 
vegetation is undercut and the weaker vegetation is removed. This way the density and uniformity 
of the cover is decreasing with the result of an increased erosion rate.  

If more strength is needed locally, for example to protect earth embankments or foundations in the 
floodplain, geotextile containers can provide the necessary stability. Installed to protect e.g. the 
plinths of houses in the flood plain, reinforcement of the foundation as well as strength of the water-
loaded surface is achieved. Also pylons and poles in the flood basin are prone to scour around their 
foundations. Local protection around such structures can be perfectly done by geosynthetic contain-
ers. Containers offer an additional advantage, since local fill material can be used as fill and no ex-
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tra material has to be provided. The geotextile has to be designed as a filter towards the fill and the 
subsoil and should have sufficient robustness and UV-protection. 

Figure 7. Design velocities for vegetation and armour (after Theisen, 1992) 

3.4.5 Erosion protection in case of overtopping  
The velocity of an overtopping flow perpendicular to the main axis can reach 10 m/s. Overtopping 
of an earth structure like a dike or an embankment can create erosion damage on the crest and the 
downstream face depending on the local boundary conditions already if the discharge exceeds 
1 l/s/m and the surface is covered by grass. Only 0.1 l/s/m can be tolerated if there is no protection 
of the surface (EurOTop 2007). Overtopping often sides with saturation of the dike, which weakens 
the structure generally and which makes it easier for the water flowing over the crest to cut into the 
downstream slope surface or into the toe of the dike, regressing to the crest unless creating a breach. 
The degree of such a process is dependent on the intensity and duration of the overtopping as well 
as the soil properties.  

The primary shelter of dikes and embankments against hydraulic loads is the grass cover. But to 
act successfully, a dense cover with well-developed sod is required. Bernhardt et al. (2011) report 
that in damaged areas after the Mississippi flood most of the grasses were annual weeds rather than 
sod forming grasses. Such weeds are only present for a portion of the year and tend to clump leav-
ing spaces where the soil surface is bare. In springtime such weed can be very invasive and can take 
over an area, but because it is an annual plant it will die out during a freeze. Therefore such cover 
cannot be considered a protective armouring.  

The resistance of vegetation against erosion is depending mainly on the sod, which therefore must 
be sufficiently dense not to allow soil particles to pass and which must be sufficiently robust not to 
allow for bare spots in the vegetated area. To gain strength, in many cases stone revetments or a 
layer of open asphalt are installed, covered with soil, allowing grass to grow on it so as to make the 
dike look "green" again. A much more elegant solution can be provided by geosynthetic systems, 
e.g. erosion protection mats like discussed above for the floodplain and the overbank zone. Within 
the ComCoast project ("Combined functions in the coastal zone" - European Interreg IIIB project 
2002-2007 with partners in The Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Belgium and the UK) a grass re-
inforcement system ("Smart Grass Reinforcement") has been developed and tested (Van Gerven & 
Akkermann 2006). Ideally the turf reinforcement mat is installed from the very beginning. But since 
often strengthening is required for an existing dike with grass cover. The Smart Grass method al-
lows placing the geotextile fabric below an existing grass cover by lifting the sod. After installation 
it needs some time to let the lifted roots grow through the grid into the ground below. In case that 
the grass cover is not flawless or hydraulic impact has locally removed the grass, the geosynthetic 
grid bridges the bare spot. All such reinforcement methods of the grass armour need additionally the 
retention of soil particles to avoid winnowing. Such "filter function" is provided in these cases only 
by sufficiently densely woven roots of the sod. 
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For building new erosion-resistant dikes, systems with geotextiles confining the soil are discussed 
(e.g. PIANC 2011 for coastal structures). The general idea is to allow for limited surface erosion, 
but to keep erosion off the core. This can be achieved by wrapping the core material, either using 
stacked geosynthetic containers or tubes of a size that would be large enough to withstand hydraulic 
loads and impacts, or a "wrapped face reinforcement" technique is chosen, where geotextile sheets 
enfold soil layers of limited thickness. This construction method will protect the dike against all 
three impacts: scour on the upstream side will affect only the soil cover on top of the geotextile, any 
internal erosion due to percolation will be stopped by the filter function and overtopping will cause 
only erosion of the top soil of the crest and the downstream slope, but the core will remain stable 
(Figure 8) 

Figure 8. Schematic sketch of wrapped face reinforced dike 

4 PLACEMENT OF EROSION PROTECTION MATERIAL BELOW THE WATER LEVEL 

4.1 General 
In many cases, erosion protection has to be installed under water. Cutting off a waterway or divert-
ing it is possible only in few cases, e.g. if canals are used for leisure boating only. In rivers, at least 
the streambed below low water level is always covered by water, navigation canals can't be closed 
without a huge economic loss and even for irrigation canals or headrace channels it is sometimes 
impossible to stop the water. In all these cases, erosion protection has to be installed below the wa-
ter level, often complicated by drag forces of flowing water. Very coarse material like armourstones 
or concrete elements might be heavy enough not being dislodged while falling through the water. 
But gravel and all the more lighter material like sand or geosynthetics need extra guidance. In most 
cases, the water is turbid due to suspended matter, so inspection of the work is hampered. Therefore 
great care is necessary when installing erosion protection below the water level. The mentioned dif-
ficulties must not result in omitting necessary elements like for example the filter layer. Armour-
stones placed without a filter on a non-cohesive ground will result in winnowing, which destabilizes 
the streambed; and due to liquefaction of the subsoil, the armourstones will sink into the ground, 
unable to fulfil their function. 

4.2 Granular Material 
Any granular material, armourstones as well as granular filters, may be placed by an excavator or by 
dumping the material from a special pontoon. It is the advantage of dumping that a large amount of 
fill can be placed in short time. But it is the disadvantage that only narrowly graded grain size dis-
tributions may be used, since otherwise there will be segregation while falling through the water. 
The coarse material will reach the bottom first and the fines will be on top - just the opposite of 
what is desired. If only a narrow grain size distribution can be used for granular filters, nearly al-
ways more than one layer has to be installed. The layer thickness is defined by either the installation 
equipment (it is impossible to place a layer less than 10 cm) or by necessary filtration length. Any 
bare spots caused by the irregular surface of the subsoil or positioning of the equipment have to be 
avoided. If there are rather steep parts of a slope, it has to be verified that the filter material will not 
slide.  

Often the flow rate disables the placement of a grain filter at all, especially if fine fractions are 
used. In mild currents, graded filters may be placed with an excavator directly on the streambed. 
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4.3 Geotextiles and Mattress

es 

It is the advantages of geosynthetic sheets and mattresses being prefabricated to provide constant 
quality and being able to be joined to cover larger areas without bare spots. For placement under 
water, special equipment and techniques are required to place the fabric, to avoid excessive wrin-
kling and turning over of the sheet. Any current will additionally impede proper placement of a geo-
textile. The density of synthetic fabric often is lower than water, and air bubbles are trapped in be-
tween the fibres, which make the geotextile sheet float (even if the density is higher than water).  
In canals without current, geotextile placement is done with spreader bars or with special equipment 
to guide the fabric as close to the ground. Immediate ballasting is necessary to guarantee correct in-
stallation (Figure 9). 

To ease placement, also in mild currents up to ca. 0,8 m/s, a "sandmat", a sand fill up to 9 kg/m² 
confined in between two geosynthetic filter cloths, will overcome placement problems. Due to the 
weight, placement needs more effort than a geotextile filter alone. 

Mattresses, e.g. stone mattresses or concrete mattresses are assembled in the dry or even in a spe-
cial plant. They are placed by special cranes. Fascine mattresses are prefabricated in the dry and 
pulled floating to the installation position. One edge is sunk with a recoverable steel bar, then the 
mattress is drowned gradually by dumping riprap upon. Geosynthetic concrete mattresses are prone 
to float like filter fabric, because they are only filled in place after having spread out the geotextile 
sheets. Therefore measures are necessary to hold the geotextile in position. 

Figure 9. Placement of geotextile filter and armour 

4.4 Geosynthetic containers 
The placement of containers is maybe the easiest process, since due to their weight, they sink by 
self-weight and they experience only small dislodgement during sinking. In flowing water it is often 
the only possibility to install a filter layer on the streambed. Containers are placed by hand, by an 
excavator, by side dumping vessels or by split barges. Their size has to be chosen to avoid being 
dislodged during placement. Care has to be taken that the area to be protected is covered complete-
ly. Special equipment allows for very precise placement of containers in depth up to 20 m. When 
using geosynthetic containers to form a filter layer, the amount of fill should not exceed 80% of the 
theoretical volume, since tightly filled containers will not adjust themselves to the subsoil, to struc-
tures or to the neighbouring containers.  

4.5 Geomembranes 
Polymeric or bituminous geomembranes are installed in the dry in the majority of applications, be-
cause the sheets have to be joined by welding. Nevertheless, in few cases it might be necessary to 
place a membrane under water. This can be done rather easily in small canals, e.g. for irrigation or 
hydroelectric power generation, where the membrane can be welded on a pontoon or platform 
above the water level and then submerged. The greater problem may be the fixation of the mem-
brane on the subgrade. In wider canals installation is nearly impossible.  
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GCL need no welding but are manufactured to provide an impervious overlap. An overlap with zero 
transmissivity can be achieved by using woven or bentonite impregnated nonwoven fabric. In navi-
gational canals there have been trial installations of GCL in France (Walter 1996) and Germany 
(Fleischer & Heibaum 2010). The problem in navigation canals is the need of a strong armour layer 
which usually consists of armourstones that are dropped on the GCL. The concentrated pressure of 
the individual stone on the GCL bears the risk of squeezing aside the bentonite inside the mat. 
Therefore a spread, more or less uniform surcharge on the GCL would be better. A successful ap-
plication was the installation of a GCL under water to rehabilitate the lining of a large drinking wa-
ter canal in the Ukraina. Protection was provided by a concrete formwork where ready-mixed con-
crete was pumped into the space between GCL and formwork, resulting in an evenly distributed 
load. Installation equipment is similar to that used for sandmats, since the weight is some less (ca. 5 
kg/m²) but still the determining issue.  

5 SOIL BIOENGINEERING 

5.1 General 
Erosion protection structures need to take more and more into account environmental issues. Ero-
sion protection above high water level at the overbank zone and the flood plain as well as on dikes 
is usually provided by vegetation, mostly grass, which can be supported by geosynthetic erosion 
protection mats as discussed above. Erosion protection of river and canal banks is dominated by 
hard armour.  

From an ecological perspective, the waterway itself is the best transport route. Thus, when it 
comes to structures installed for protection purposes on a waterway, traditional construction meth-
ods should also be revised in an ecological perspective and options should be considered which are 
closer to nature. This is particularly important for rehabilitation works, since structures which have 
existed for decades have meanwhile been "integrated" into the natural environment. If new or reha-
bilitation measures are planned, the impact should be as small as possible in order not to damage 
the delicate balance which has developed over time. If planned right, constructing with living mate-
rial and bioengineering measures can meet both the technical and the ecological demands, maybe in 
combination with technical measures, e.g. wrapped-face geotextile reinforced banks with willow 
cuttings in between (Figure 10). 

Figure 10. Wrapped-face protection for canal bank; after construction (left), two years later (right) (©CETMEF 2009) 
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5.2 Bank protection by vegetation
 

The use of vegetation with or without structural elements – so called soil bioengineering – is pro-
posed increasingly to replace "hard armour" while still providing erosion protection. Bank protec-
tion with living woody components can be realized permanently only to a water depth of about 70 
to 80 cm in clear water, less in turbid environment. Therefore any biological bank protection will be 
limited in this respect and the part permanently under water (usually below mean water level) has to 
be protected with hard armour. 

The biological protection must have sufficient resistance to provide stability of the surface when 
loaded by wave run-up, downrush or transversal stern waves. To avoid erosion, filter function has to 
be ensured, and sufficient weight is needed to counterbalance excess pore water pressure and thus to 
guarantee slope stability. All three requirements are difficult to be met, especially when vegetation 
is only starting to grow. An optimal development of plant-based protection can only be achieved if 
the plants are able to take roots efficiently and to grow up without stress. At least in the beginning, 
most systems need additional shelter.  

Shelter can be provided either by reduction of the hydraulic impact on the bank or by installing 
additional elements to protect the living material. Suitable structures for the first option may be 
riprap placed in a bund parallel to the bank, a wattle fence or a wooden pile row (Roo & Troch 
2010). Such measures are only effective it the water level changes in rather narrow limits. In all 
other cases protection of the developing vegetation is needed and in many cases, additional "tech-
nical" support is necessary, e.g. to increase scour resistance in heavily loaded areas or to guarantee 
filter function during all phases of vegetation development.   

If the roots of protective plants are developed to a dense felt, they might be able to provide the fil-
ter function needed to hinder erosion of the subsoil. But in the beginning, an additional filter is 
needed. This should be ideally a geotextile filter, because grain filters (that need a certain thickness) 
won't provide sufficient nourishment of the plants. Nonwoven fabric should be chosen as geotextile 
filter fabric, since roots will grow easily through it while woven fabric with small opening size may 
hinder root growth and larger opening sizes wouldn't retain the subsoil. The fabric can be made of 
natural or polymeric fibres. Natural fibres will degrade after some time which can be tolerated only 
if it is guaranteed that the roots will permanently fulfil filter function. Since erosion is possible even 
through well-developed grass sods (Temple et al. 1987), and because thicker roots are not any more 
capable to form a filter layer, synthetic nonwovens may be the best choice for filters, as being inert, 
long lasting and no obstacle to root growth (Figure 11).  

Figure 11: Willow root growth through geotextile sheet 

To counterbalance excess pore water pressure generated by rapid drawdown, sufficient mass is 
needed, to guarantee slope stability. In soil bioengineering that mass has to be provided by a root-
reinforced soil body, which will not be developed shortly after installation. To overcome this initial 
phase without damage, additional protection is necessary. For example, a mesh over the surface will 
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hinder erosion or dislodgement of the plants. Anchoring by narrowly spaced stakes is necessary to 
hold the protective mesh on the ground. The stakes have to be long enough to provide the desired 
soil block.  

Very successful erosion protection is achieved by wrapped-face reinforced slopes, as it was in-
stalled already in the early 1990s as coastal storm surge protection on the German island of Sylt 
(Nickels & Heerten 1996). Usually, the reinforcement is covered by beach sand, exposed only dur-
ing storm surges. This construction principle was for inland waterways combined with brushlayer-
ing, i.e. willow cutting in between the geotextile enclosed sand layers as shown on figure 10 
(CETMEF 2009). The geosynthetic elements ensure erosion protection of the subsoil and earth rein-
forcement until the roots of the plants act as well as "ground anchors". The vegetation also provides 
protection of the geosynthetic fabric against weathering.  

An alternative protection system can be installed with pre-grown vegetation in gabions or mat-
tresses. Such elements are heavy enough to resist hydraulic action and to provide the necessary 
weight on the subsoil. Usually rock for weight and substrate or water keeping granular material like 
porous lava for plant nourishment are contained in a rope or wire mesh. A pilot installation was 
made on longitudinal dikes in the Rhine River, Germany (Figure 12). Selected vegetation in rope 
gabions filled with rock for weight and lava for moisture storage has been pre-grown for one year. 
To protect the finer grading of the lava chippings and the young roots a jute nonwoven was used to 
wrap rock and chippings inside the rope confinement, also acting as a filter towards the dike core. 
Unfortunately the natural fibres degraded before the roots were sufficiently developed to hold the 
lava chippings in place. The chippings vanished and the plants withered during a low water period. 
This failure teaches to prefer a synthetic nonwoven to retain the smaller particles and to provide fil-
ter function over a long time. As mentioned already, roots penetrate easily nonwoven fabric the 
plant's growth will not be hindered. 

The application of soil bioengineering techniques to stabilize streambanks and shorelines can be 
in some places as effective as traditional engineering treatment. There are numerous recommenda-
tions for streambank stabilization measures using soil bioengineering (e.g. USDA 2002, CETMEF 
2009 & 2010), but only few take into consideration effects on the bank caused by navigation – an 
exception is the French study on the waterways in the Escaut Basin (SPW 2009). In Germany, a 
manual was elaborated which gives first information, in how far experience gained to date can be 
applied on larger and navigable waterways (DWA 2014). First experience in trial installations is 
discussed by Heibaum & Fleischer (2014). There is ongoing research in that field, documented e.g. 
on the website "http://ufersicherung.baw.de/en/index.html". 

Figure 12. Rope gabion with pre-grown vegetation 
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6 CONCLUSION 

The design and the execution of erosion countermeasures in rivers and canals have to take account 
of certain loads that are caused by the interaction of water and ground. Wave action and natural cur-
rent, the effect of propeller wash and bow thrusters as well as the disproportionately increasing load 
on banks whenever ship speed approaches a critical level have to be taken into consideration, as 
well as hydraulic loads on the overbank zone and the upstream side of dikes during flood events. 
All erosion countermeasures, it may be the reduction of hydraulic impact by river training structures 
or the increase of resistance of all water-loaded areas, need engineering support, because in densely 
populated areas no river bank is allowed to adopt the natural inclination of ca. 1:10 (for soil). Geo-
synthetics are sometimes absolutely essential, e.g. where a filter is necessary or where earth rein-
forcement supports the erosion protection measures. But also in many other cases geotextiles can 
contribute substantially. If impervious linings are necessary to avoid internal and external erosion, a 
variety of geosynthetic solutions are available. If rock or concrete are not available or too expensive, 
geotextile bags and containers can take over armour function. If mutual connection of armour ele-
ments is applied to increase the resistance, a number of geosynthetic solutions is available. If vege-
tation needs additional resistance against the erosive forces of flowing water, geosynthetic turf rein-
forcement will provide the required increase in strength. Geosynthetic material can help to build 
breach-resistant dikes and it can support soil bioengineering in many respects. Geosynthetic ele-
ments like fascine mattresses and geotextile containers allow placement of erosion protection 
measures even in harsh hydraulic environment, where other approaches would fail. For the installa-
tion of geosynthetic systems, appropriate equipment has been developed. Geosynthetic elements are 
meanwhile part of the majority of erosion countermeasures, even if they are hidden when the struc-
ture is completed. Many scour and erosion protection structures can't even be built without geosyn-
thetic support. Therefore erosion protection today can't be discussed without involving geosynthet-
ics. 
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